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QUESTION 1

Rosemarie needs to purchase a one-time landscape design service for her company. Her vendor would like to have a
commitment from her company before they provide the service. No item currently exists in SAP Business One for
landscape design. What is the most logical and efficient way for her to proceed? 

A. Skip the step of creating a purchase order, instead create a goods receipt PO to send to the vendor. 

B. Create a journal entry to record the cost of the service. 

C. Select the setting for a service type purchase order which allows her to create service rows with description, G/L
account and price. 

D. Use a text row in an item type purchase order. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

The implementation consultant is defining the chart of accounts for Green Studios. James, the CEO of Green Studios,
asks what the consultant will do to reflect his customer\\'s transactions in the chart of accounts. 

A. Add an account for each customer in the assets drawer. 

B. Add an accounts receivable control account to the cost of sales drawer. 

C. Add all customer accounts as business partner master data. 

D. Add an accounts receivable control account to the assets drawer 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

You have created an item that is managed by serial numbers with a management method of release only. Which of the
following documents will require that serial numbers are specified? 

A. Sales Order 

B. Goods Receipt PO 

C. A/P Invoice 

D. Delivery 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4
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At the end of the financial period, the accountant wants to review all G/L account and business partner balances. Which
report should he run? 

A. Transaction journal report 

B. Trial balance 

C. Balance sheet 

D. Profit and loss 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

During the implementation project, the implementation consultant presents the list of SAP Business One modules and
functions to the client team. The client lead states that he is responsible for planning and monitoring expenditures on
company projects. Which training will be required for the client lead to manage spending limits? 

A. Management of approval procedures 

B. Purchasing process and accounts payables 

C. Set up and management of budget 

D. Journal postings and outgoing payments 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

You create a query for an approval process to check for service purchase orders over 3000 in value. When you test the
approval process you get an error from the query. What is wrong with this query? 

SELECT distinct \\'true\\' FROM OPOR T0 WHERE $[3.0.0] = \\'S\\' AND $[29.0.number] > 3000 

A. You need to add the table name OPOR to the condition to reference the fields. 

B. To refer to a field in the active window, an additional \\'$\\' character is required before the index values. 

C. The service type \\'S\\' is not part of the purchase order table therefore you need to refer to it using the table and field
name. 

D. You should not use the \\'distinct true\\' clause in this type of query since only a single value is returned. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

Z Tools would like to use bills of materials to define a tool kit that they sell. However, they would like the option to
substitute the items in a tool kit in case some items are not available or the customer prefers a different item. Which type
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of bill of materials allows for substitutions in a sales document? 

A. A \\'production bill of materials\\' 

B. A \\'sales bill of materials\\' 

C. A \\'template bill of materials\\' 

D. An \\'assembly bill of materials\\' 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

When entering a document, which date sets the appropriate sub-period for posting the transaction? 

A. The journal entry reverse date 

B. The journal entry due date 

C. The journal entry posting date 

D. The journal entry document date 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

How does the system determine the unit value of an inventory item controlled by moving average valuation method? 

A. Apply the last purchase price for this item. 

B. Use the item cost of the oldest item in stock. 

C. Divide the total value by the total quantity. 

D. Enter a cost price into the item master record. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

At the end of the financial period, Melanie, the accountant at Flowers for Me, issues the profit and loss statement budget
report. She is surprised to find out that the company is deviating from budget. What could be the reason for the budget
deviation? 

A. When setting the budget for the company she marked all expense accounts as budget accounts. 

B. Melanie issued the report according to a budget scenario that has different amounts than the main budget scenario. 

C. During the year, the check for deviation from the budget was done according to a budget scenario that has different
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amounts than the main budget scenario. 

D. Melanie is not authorized to confirm budget deviation in case a G/L account exceeds the budget. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Before the support consultant creates a support message, what information needs to be verified with the customer? 

A. The information sources that were searched 

B. The patch level that was tested 

C. The business impact of the problem 

D. The date of the last database backup 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

The customer gets an internal error message when they add a purchase order to the system. The purchase order is
urgently required for an upcoming production run. The support consultant researches the error using SAP Notes but is
unable to find a documented solution. What should the consultant do next? 

A. Test the problem using the latest patch level. 

B. Contact the SAP Hotline for advice, since the problem affects the customer\\'s production. 

C. Escalate the problem to SAP with a priority of "very high". 

D. Make sure that the error can be reproduced. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

Tiny Toys reports the financial statement to the company headquarters once a year. They manage internal controlling at
the end of each quarter. How would you recommend they set the posting periods in SAP Business One? 

A. Define the main posting period as the fiscal year and the sub-periods as quarters. 

B. Set the fiscal year to quarters and define the sub-periods as days. 

C. Define the main posting period as the quarter and the sub-periods as months. 

D. Define the main posting period as quarters with no sub-periods. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 14

Julia needs to post a transaction to a business partner account. How can she do this using a manual journal entry? 

A. In the journal entry she can press Ctrl + Tab to select from the list of business partners. 

B. In the journal entry she can type part of the business partner name in the \\'G/L Acct/BP Name\\' field and the system
will locate the business partner. 

C. In the journal entry she can press Tab to select from the list of business partners. 

D. In the journal entry she can use the form settings to make the control account column visible, and then select the
business partner. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

KG Products creates flat-pack furniture. In their production process, they want an employee to quality-check each
component and enter their employee code as a sign off on each component. How can this requirement be
implemented? 

A. Use a Production Order with the type Special. This allows multiple employees to update the production order at each
stage. 

B. Add a user-defined field to the Bill of Materials row where the employees can sign off each component. 

C. Add a user-defined field to the Production Order row. The employees can enter data into this field to sign-off each
component. 

D. The employees can enter data into the \\'Comments\\' field in the Bill of Materials to sign-off each component. 

Correct Answer: C 
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